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CHAPTER 1 
. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 VMXbus SPECIFICATION OBJECTIVES 

The VMXbus is a "subsystem bus" whic:h has been designed for 
use with VMEbus. It provides a high speed sec:ondary path 
whic:h is optimized for connecting up to six boards in a 
subsytem c:onfiguration. This subsystem c:an transfer data from 
board to board ever its VMXbus interfac:e without waiting for 
and without burdening. the primary bus <VMEbus>. This 
specification has been written with the following objectives: 

a> Tc spec:ify the electrical charac:teristic:s 
required to design boards that will reliably 
transfer data between each ether ever the VMXbus. 

b> To specify the mechanical c:haracteristic:s 
required to be compatible with VMEbus sys~ems. 

c:> To specify protoc:cls that precisely define the 
interac:ticn between the boards that are interfac:ed 
to eac:h ether ever the VMXbus. 

d> Tc specify the terminology used to describe 
VMXbus ba?ed subsystems. 

1.2 VMXbus STRUCTURE 

The structure cf the VMXbus c:an be described from two points 
of view: its physical structure and its functional structure. 
The following sections describe each in detail. 

1.2.1 Physical Structure 

The physical structure of the .VMXbus is composed of an 
"expanded" VMEbus · c:ard rack, one to si>: plug-in PC boards, 
and a backplane ribbon cable. The e:·:panded card rack provides 

. both a P1 backplane and a P2 backplane. The P2 backplane 
· buses only the "b" row of pins en the three-row . connectors. 

<The outer two rows of connector pins are left unbused by the 
PZ backplane: they typically protrude through the rear of the 
P2 backplane as wire wrap pins and are bused for VMXbus use 
with a ribbon cable which is pushed onto the wirewrap pins. 
This cable has from two to six connectors on it. The cable 
buses the two outer rows of pins of adjacent P2 connectors 
allowing the boards in these slots to transfer data over the 
cable. 

A board that is inserted from the front of the card rack may 
have a VMEbus interface, a VMXbus interface, or both. For 
example, a global I/O board might have only a VMEbus 
interface, a CPU or a memory board might have both, and a 
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math processor might have only a VMXbus interface. Any board 
that has a VMXbus interface uses the two outer rows of the J2 
connector. 

The use cf a ribbon cable to bus the P2 r:onnec:tors allows any 
;rcup of up to six adjacent slots to func:t.ion as a subsystem. 
The user C:«n install two or more cables tc c:raate several 
VMXbuses in a single card rack. Each of these VMXbus 
subsystems can cperate independently of the primary system 
bus· CVMEbus> and independently of each other. It al sc permits 
some slots to be used for other purposes such as I/O signals. 

lo2.2 Functional Structure 

The VMXbus consists of two groups of signal lines, called the 
VMXbus Data Transfer Bus <VMX-DTB>, an arbitration bus~ and a 
collection of "functional modules" which are configured as 
required to interface devices to these buses. The functional 
modules.c:ommunic:ate with one another by means of bus signal 
lines provided by the ribbon cable. 

NOTE 

The "functional modules" de-Fined in the 
specification are used ~s vehicles for discussion 
of the bus protocol, and need not be considered a 

·constrafnt to logic: design. For example, the ·beard 
designer may choose to design a board which has 
both a MASTER and. a SLAVE module on it. 

The VMXbus Data Transfer Bus CVMX-DTB> consists of the data 
and address pathways and associated control signals. 
Functional modules called MASTERS and SLAVES use the VMX-OTB 
to transfer data between each other. 

Since there can be two MASTERS in a VMXbus group a means must 
be provided to transfer control of the VMX-OTB between these 
two MASTERS in an orderly manner, and to guarantee that only 
one MASTER controls the VMX-DTB at a given time. The 
Arbitration Bus is defined to do this. 

NOTE 

The terms PRIMARY MASTER and SECONDARY MASTER are 
used in this spec:ific:ation to distinguish betw.een 
the MASTER that arbitrates the VMX-DTB and the 
MASTER that must request, and be granted, the 
VMX-DTB before using it. 
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1.3 SIGNAL LINE STATES 

The VMXbus specific.ation describes all activity on its signal 
lines in terms of levels and transitions. A signal line is
always assumed to be in one of two levels er in transition 
between these 1 evel s. Whenever the term "h~ gh" is used, it 
refers tc a high TTL voltage level <>= +2.0 V>. The term 
"low" refers ta .a law TTL voltage level «= 0.8 V>. A signal 
line is "in transition" when its voltage is moving between + 
o.a v and + 2.0 v. 
There are two ~ossible transitions which c:an appear an a 
signal line, and these will be refered to as "edges". A 
RISING EDGE is defined as the time period during which a 
signal makes its transition from a low level to a high level. 
A FALLING EDGE is defined as the time period during which a 
signal line makes its transition from a high level to a low 
level. 

1.4 USE OF THE ASTERISK <*> 

To help define usage of their signal lines, some signal line 
mnemonics have an asterisk suffix. Depending on the type of 
signal this suffix has one of three meanings: 

1.4.1 Strobe lines 

Where an asterisk is used on a strobe line, it indicates that 
the data being str~bed is valid and is sampled on the FALLING 
edge of the stcbe. Strobe lines which fit this category are 
UAS*, DSl*, and DSO*. 

Where there is no asterisk .on a stl"'obe line, it indicates 
that the data being stl"'obed is valid and is sampled on the 
RISING edge of the strobe. There is one strobe line which 
fits into this category: LAS. 

1.4.2 Bused Signal Lines 

The address and data buses carl"'y binary infol"'mation Ci.e. 
one/:ero>. The fact that these lines have no asterisk suffix 

-Jndicates that a "one" is l"'epresented by a high level and a 
"%ere" by a low level. 

1.4.3 Other Signal Lines 

Where an asterisk is used on a signal line other than a 
strobe line it indicates that a low level on that line 
represents a "true" state and a high level a "false" state. 
Signal lines which fit this categol"'y are LWORD*, DERR*~ ACK*~ 
SMREQ*, and SMGNT*. 

Where there is no asterisk it indicates that the high level 
l"'epresents a "tl"'ue" state. Thus the READ signal . line 
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indicates a read operation when high and a write operation 
when lcw. 
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CHAPTER 2 
VMXbus DATA TRANSFER BUS 

2.1 SIGNAL LINES 

The VMXbus contains a high speed asynchro~ous parallel Data 
Transfer Bus <VMX-OTB>. This VMX-OTB is used by a PRIMARY 
MASTER and a SECONDARY MASTER to select SLAVE locations and 
to ·transfer data to or from those locations. The PRIMARY 
MASTER is typically a processor, the SECONDARY MASTER is 
typically an intelligent I/O controller, and the SLAVE is 
typically a memory array. 

The VMX-DTB can be logically divided into address, data, and 
control line groups: 

LWORD/A12 - A11/A23 

D00-031 

LAS 
LIAS* 
LOS* 
UDS* 
ACK* 
DERR* 
READ 

<23> Multiplexed Address lines + longword 
<LDS* + UDS* provide a 24th bit> 

<32> Data lines 

Lower Address Strobe 
Upper Address Strobe 
Lo.wer <Odd Byte> Data Strobe 
Upper <Even Byte> Data Strobe 
Acknowledge 
Data Error 
Read/Write Control 

Data is transferred 8 bits, 16 bits, or 32 bits at a time. 
Eight bit transfers are called "byte transfers". Byte 
locations which are addressed with an even address are called 
"even byte locations" and byte locations addressed with an 
odd address are called "odd byte locations." Byte transfers 
to even byte locations are conveyed by D08-D15, and by.te 
transfers to odd byte locations are conveyed by D00-007. 
Si >:teen bit transfers are called "word transfers". These 
words are conveyed by D00-015. Thirty-two bit transfers are 
cal led "l ongwcrd transfers". 1 ongwords are i:cnveyed by 
000-031. 

Data is stored into memory 8, 16, or 32 bits a time and then 
read 8,16, or 32 bits at a time. Figure 2-1 shews that when 
the most significant 16 bits of a longword location is read 
from <or written to> the data is transferred over 000-015 
instead cf D16-D31 as one might expect. This means that 32 
bit wide memory boards must have on-board logic to translate 
the most significant 16 bits of the memory array to the lower 
16 data lines of the VMXbus <D00-015> 
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FIGURE 2-1 

WHEN A WORD ACCESS IS DONE THE 
DATA IS ALWAYS TRANSFERRED ON 
VMXbus lines D00-01~. 

!------------------------------------------! 32 BIT WIDE MEMORY ARRAY LOCATION 
!-----------------------------------------! 
! EVEN WORD LOCATION ! ODD WORD LOCATION ! 
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!-----~--------------!--------------------! VMXbus 016-031 VMXbus 000-01~ 

!--------------------!--------------------! 
When 32 bits o~ data are written they are stored in a single 
longwcrd location. When reading this data 16 bits at a time 

,the even word address CA01 • O> c:orr-esponds to the longword 
location bits D16-D31. 

Likewise if two 16 bit wards of data are stored in adjacent 
word locations Can even word location and the next higher odd 
word location> they may be read as a longword with the even 
word <A01 = O> forming the most significant 16 bits CD16-D31> 
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Two bytes of data may be stored in each word location. The 
even byte location is the most significant byte of the word 
location. The odd byte is the least significant. The even 
byte is selected when UDS* is driven low by the MASTER, the 
odd byte is selected when LOS* is driven l~w, and both are 
selected for a word access when beth LDS* and UDS* are low. 
Figure 2-2 summarizes hew the various signal lines en VMXbus 
are used to de B, 16, and 32 bit transfers. 

FIGURE 2-2 

SIGNAL LEVELS USED TO ACCESS 
BYTES, WORDS, AND LONGWORDS 

·-----------------------------------------------· . . 
LONGWORD LOCATION 

!-----------------------------------------------! 
EVEN WORD LOCATION ODD WORD LOCATION 

·--~--------------------·-----------------------· . . . ! EVEN BYTE ! ODD BYTE ! EVEN BYTE ! ODO BYTE 
! LOCATION ! LOCATION ! LOCATION ! LOCATION 
!-----------!-----------!-----------!-----------! 

031-024 D23-D16 D15-D08 007-DOO 

BYTE ACCESS 
LWORD 
AOl 
UDS* 
LDS* 

WORD ACCESS 
LWORD 
AOl 
UDS* 
LDS* 

LONGWORD ACCESS 
LWORD 
AOl 
UDS* 
LDS* 

NOTES: 

HIGH 
LOW 
LOW 
HIGH 

HIGH 
LOW 
LOW 
LOW 

LOW 
LOW 
LOW 
LOW 

HIGH 
LOW 
HIGH 
LOW 

Note 1 

Note 2 

HIGH 
HIGH 
LOW 
HIGH 

HIGH 
HIGH 
LOW 
LOW 

Note .:;, 

HIGH 
HIGH 

·HIGH 
LOW 

Note 1 

Notes 2 ~< 3 

1. Not legal to access 16 bits cf data on an odd byte address. 

2. Net legal to access bits of data on an odd byte address. 

3. Not legal to access 32 bits of data on an odd word address. 
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2.2 MASTER AND SLAVE MODULES 

All VMXbus MASTERS and SLAVES can do B bit and 16 bit data 
transfers. Some MASTERS and SLAVES c:an also do 32 bit 
transofers. MASTERS that can only do a and 16 bit transfers 
are called 016 MASTERS, while those that c:an also do 3= bit 
transofers are c:alled D32 MASTERS. SLAVES that can handle only 
8 and 16 bit transfers are called D16 SLAVES while those that 
c:an also handle 32 bit transfers are called 032 SLAVES. 

There are four categories of c:ycles used to transfer data on 
the VMXbus: single cycles, sequential cycles, indivisible 
single addl"'ess cycles, and indivisible multiple address 
cycles. In order to allow VMXbus board vendol"'s to specify 
which categories of cycles their beards can do, the following 
abbrieviated notation has been developed: 

SGL Single cycles supported 
SEQ Sequential cycles supported 
ISA Indivisible single address cycles supported 
IMA Indivisible multiple address cycles supported 

These abbrieviations are added, as suffixes, to the data 
width to give a complete description cf a board. For example 
a 032 MASTER capable oof all cycles. would b,,e called a 03~, 

SGL, SEQ, ISA, IMA MASTER. 

NOTE: 

ALL MASTERS MUST SUPPOR-T, AS A MINIMUM, S~NGLE 
CYCLES. ALL SLAVES MUST SUPPORT, AS A MINIMUM, 
SINGLE CYCLES, INDIVISIBLE SINGLE ADDRESS CYCLES~ 
AND INDIVISIBLE MULTIPLE ADDRESS CYCLES. 

2.2.1 016 MASTERS And 016 SLAVES 

The.016 MASTER deofinition allows 16 bit processors and 16 bit 
:OMA. devices to be inter-faced to the VMXbus. The 016 SLAVE 
provides 16 bit memory. Since 16 bit processors sometimes 
access memory one byte at a time, 016 SLAVES must allow their 
even and odd byte locations to be accessed one byte at a 
time. Whenever a byte transfer is done to or from an odd byte 
location, it is done over 000-007. Whenever a byte transfer 
is done to er from an even byte location it is done over 
008-015. <Transferring the even and odd bytes over the same 
data lines that are used in 16 bit transfers minimizes the 
multiplexing logic required on the 016 memory slave.) 
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2.2.2 032 MASTERS And 032 SLAVES 

032 MASTERS can do LONGWORD <32 bit> transfers over 000-031, 
but they can also act like 016 MASTERS <i.e. they can de byte 
transfers and ward transfers: they de cdd byte transfers ever 
000-007, even byte transfers over 008-015, and word transfers 
over 000-01~>. This means that they can access 016 slaves as 
well as 032 SLAVES. 

032 SL.AVES allow each of their lccaticns to be accessed cne 
byte at a time, one wcrd at a time, or one longword at a 
time. When doing byte transfers they transfer even bytes over 
DOS-D1S, and their odd bytes over 000-007. When doing word 
transfers they always use 000-0lS. This means that 032 SLAVES 
must have logic that allows data in the upper 16 bits of its 
32 bit memory array to be accessed through 000-015. Because 
032 SL.AVES allow access in all cf these ways they can be 
accessed by 016 MASTERS as well as 032 MASTERS. 

2.2.3 Mixing 016 and 032 MASTERS and SLAVES. 

VMXbus systems can be built with mixtures cf 016 and 032 
MASTERS and SLAVES. This can be done in any combination, and 
these boards can still communicate data successfully, with 
one qualification: if a 032 MASTER attempts a 32 read or 
write on 016 SLAVE ·that SLAVE must respond by driving DERR* 
low, indicating an error. <The 032 MASTER can still ~ransfer 

data to and from this SLAVE by doing it 16 bits at a time.> 

2.2.4 SEQ MASTERS And SEQ SLAVES. 

SEQ MASTERS are able to do sequential access cycles as 
described in section 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. Most SEQ MASTERS are 
OMA controllers, but there is no reason why a processor board 
couldn't be designed tc use sequential cycles. (e.g. a 
.processor board with a cache might read blocks cf data using 
the sequential mode.> 

- ~SEQ SLAVES are able to respond to sequential access cycles as 
.. -described in sections ::S.1.3 and 3.1.4. During a sequential 

access cycle a SEO SLAVE latches the initial address from the 
bus and then increments that address each time data is read 
or written. Since there are actually three types of 
sequential ·access cycles Cbyte, word, and longword> the SEQ 
SLAVE must increment its internal counter in such a way that 
the next access results in a transfer on the next location in 
memory. <Since memory SLAVES may have 16, 32 or even 64 bit 
wide internal memory arrays, the VMXbus spec doesn't dictate 
how the internal address counter is incremented.) 
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2.2.5 Mixing SEO and non-SEQ MASTERS and SLAVES 

VMXbus systems c:an be bui 1 t with mi>~tures o-F SEQ and non-SEQ 
MASTERS and SLAVES. If an SEQ MASTER attempts • sequential 
cyc:le en a nan-SEQ SLAVE that SLAVE will r•spond by driving 
DERR* law, indicating an error. <The SEQ MASTER c:an still 
transfer data to and from this SLAVE by doing single cycles. 

2.2.6 IMA MASTERS 

IMA MASTERS are able tc do indivisible multiple address 
cycles as described in sections 3.1.6. These cycles allow a 
VMXbus MASTER to access VMXbus SLAVE locations while 
excluding all other MASTERS -From access to t~e same SLAVE 
l oc:ati ons. 

All SLAVES must be able to handle IMA cycles• Many VMXbus 
SLAVES .are "dual ported", allowing VMXbus MASTERS to access 
their locations through one port and VMEbus MASTERS to access 
the same locations through the sec:cnd post. These dual ported 
boards must be de9igned so that whenever they respond to an 
indivisible multiple address c:yc:le on the VMXbus they "loc:k 
out" all accesses from VMEbus until all. of the "reads" and 
••writes" o-f the cycle are c:ompleted. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXAMPLES OF DATA TRANSFER SUS OPERATION 

3.1 DATA TRANSFER CYCLE TYPES 
. 

Putting aside, for the moment, the fact that data may be 
transferred over VMXbus one byte, two bytes, or four bytes at 
a time, there are six basic cycle types: 

1> Single write cycle 
2> Single read cycle 
3> Sequential write c:yc:le 
4> Sequential read cycle 
5> Indivisible single address c:yc:le 
6> Indivisible multiple address cycle 

There are some cases in which a MASTER may direct a SLAVE to 
do something that it cannot do. For example, a 016 SLAVE may 
be told to do a 32 bit read, or a non-SEQ SLAVE may be told 
to de a sequential cycle. When this happens the SLAVE 
"aborts" the cycle. This results in six more cycl~ types: 

7> Aborted single write cycle 
8> Aborted single read cycle 
9> Aborted sequential write cycle 
10> Aborted sequential read cycle 
11) Aborted indivisible single address cycle 
12> Aborted indivisible multiple address cycle 

A SLAVE may acknowledge a cycle from the MASTER and then find 
itself unable to complete the cycle. For example, it may 
detect a parity error when retrieving data from its memory 
array. To indicate this to the MASTER it aborts the cycle. 
This s~quence results in six more cycle types: 

13> Late aborted single write cycle 
14) Late aborted single read c:yc:le 
15> Late aborted sequential write cyc:l e 
16) Late aborted sequential r-ead c:yc:le 
17> Late aborted indivisible single address eye le 
18> Late abor-ted indivisible multiple address cycle 

If no SLAVE r-esponds (e.g. the SLAVE has malfunctioned, or 
there is no SLAVE at the address provided) a timer on the 
MASTER board terminates the cycle, resulting in six more 
c:yc:le types: 

19) Timed-out single write cycle 
20> Timed-out single read cycle 
21> Timed-out sequential write cycle 
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22> Timed-out sequential read cycle 
23> Timed-out indivisible single address cycle 
24> Timed-out indivisible multiple address cycle 

The VMXbus spec: allows a MASTER to begin a cycle BEFORE it 
has determined whether the location it needs to access is en 
the VMXbus or elsewhere. This feature c:an improve performance 
on processor boards where some addresses result in ac:c:esses 
over the VMXbus while others result in on-board accesses or 
accesses to other buses, such as VMEbus. 

The processor begins such a c:yc:le in the usual manner, by 
sending the "lower address" to the VMXbus SL.AVES~ before it 
knows whether or not a VMXbus access is required. If, after 
decoding the address, it determines that a VMXbus access is 
not required, then it doesn't proceed with the rest oi the 
cycle. Such a cycle is said to be "withdrawn" by the MASTER. 
Since all six of the basic: cycles types begin in the same way 
<with the transmission of the lower .address> they all result 
in similar timing when they are withdrawn. This results in 
one more additional cycle type: 

25> Withdrawn cycle 

Example flow diagrams are given for the six basic: cycle types 
1> through 6) in sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.6. 
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3.1.1 Single Write Cycle 

There are three kinds of single write cycles: byte write, 
word-write, and longword write. Figure 3-l shows the flow 
diagram for one of these: a single word write cycle, and 
should be referred to while reading the following cycle flow 
description. 

The cycle begins when the MASTER drives LAS to low. LAS is 
then held low until the MASTER drives the twelve address bus 
lines with address bits A01 through A11, and the "longword" 
level appropriate for the word transfer Clow). All these 
lines must be valid before LAS is driven to high. 

The SLAVE latches the "lower address" and the longword bit on 
the rising edge of LAS. After a specified hold ·time, the 
MASTER removes the lower address and longword bit from the 
address bus and then pl aces the "upper address" on it. 
<A12-A23>. When these new address bits have stabili:ed, the 
MASTER drives UAS* to low. Each SLAVE, upon receiving the 
upper address, determines whether it is the one being 
addressed. 

While the SLAVE is decoding the address the MASTER drives 
READ low to indicate that a write cycle is being done. Then 
the MASTER places its 16 bits of data on data bus lines 
D00-015 · an·d drives the two data strobes low, commanding the 
SLAVE to write the data into memory. 

When the selected SLAVE detects the data strobes driven to 
low it must respond in three diff~rent ways: 

1 > If it is a D16 SLAVE, and has been di l""ected to do a 
32 bit write~ it responds by driving DERR* low. 

2> If it is able to handle the required write it drives 
ACK* low and stores the data into the selected memory 
location. 

3) If it drives ACK• low~ but then encounters some 
difficulty in completing the write <for example, writing 
to a ROM> it drives DERR* low within a specified time 
limit to indicate that the write was not successful. 

NOTE 

Some VMXbus MASTERS can handle late-aborted cycles while 
others cannot. To guarantee compatibility between VMXbus 
boards all SLAVES should be configurable to operate in 
the normal aborted cycle mode. Those SLAVE boards which 
can also be configured to provide late-aborted cycles 
typically provide a range of ACK• to DERR• delays from 0 
to 125 nS. The amount of delay may be selected either 
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statically <e.g. by jumpers> or dynamically <e.g. by 
control registers.> 

Figure 3-1 shows the most likely of these possiblities: the 
successful write. When the SLAVE responds ~y driving ACK* to 
low the MASTER removes the data from DOO-D15, removes the 
upper address from the address bus, and drives UDS*, L.DS* • and 
UAS* high in preparation for the next cycle. 

·When the SLAVE detects the data strobes driven to high~ ·it 
releases ACK*, allowing the data bus to be used ~or the next 
c::yc:l e. 
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Figure 3-1 
A Single Word Write Cycle 

VMXbus MASTER 

SEND THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Drive LAS to low 
Present lower address 

and longword=low 
Drive LAS to high 

I 
I 

I 
I 

SEND THE UPPER ADDRESS 

Remove lower address 
and longword bit 

Present upper address 
Drive UAS* to low 

SPECIFY WRITE CYCLE 

Drive READ low 

SEND THE. DATA 

Present data on DOO-D15 
Drive both data strobes low 

VMXbus SLAVE 

LATCH THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Receive LAS driven to high 
Latch lower address 

and longword bit 

The MASTER is required to wait a 
specified time to ensure that the 
SLAVE has latched the. lower address 
before removing.it.and the longword 
bit from the address bus. 

DECODE THE ADDRESS 

Rec~ive UAS* driven to low 
Decode address 
If address is not for this SLAVE 

THEN wait for another cycle 
ELSE select a memory location 

STORE THE DATA 

Receive data strobes 
driven to low 
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TERMINATE CYCLE 

Receive ACK* driven to low 
.Drive data strobes to high 
Remove data from 000-015 
Drive UAS* to high 
Remove upper address 

I 

Sample LAS <high> 
Sample READ Clow> 
Store the data in the 

selected location 
! . 

RESPOND TO THE MASTER 

Drive ACK* to lo~ 

·---------------------------------------
ACKNOWLEDGE TERMINATION 

Recei.ve data strobes 
driven tc high 

Release ACK* 
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3.1.2 Single Read Cycle 

There are three kinds of single read cycles: byte read, wot"'d 
t"'ead, and longword read. Figure 3-2 shows the flow diagram 
fol"' one of these: a single word read cycle, and should be 
referred to while reading the following cycle fl9w 
description. 

The cycle begins when the MASTER drives LAS low. LAS is then 
held low until the MASTER drives the twelve address bus lines 
with address bits A01 through A11 •nd the "longword" level 
appropriate fo~ the word transfer Clow>. All these lines must 
be valid before LAS is driven to high. 

The SL.AVE latches the "lower address" and the longword bit on 
the rising edge of ~AS. After a specified hold time, the 
MASTER removes the lower address and the longwot"'d but from 
the address bus and then places the "upper address"on it 
<A12-A23>. When these new address bits have stabilized, the 

.MASTER drives UAS* to low. Each SL.AVE, upon receiving the 
upper address, determines whethet"' it is the one being 
addressed. 

While the SLAVES are decoding the address the MASTER drives 
READ high to indicate that a read cycle is being done. Then 
the MASTER drives the two data strobes to lpw, commanding the 
SLAVE to retrieve data from the selected memory location and 
place it on the bus. 

When the selected SLAVE detects the data stl"'obes driven. to 
low it responds in one of three different ways: 

1> If it is a 016 SLAVE, and has been directed to de a 
32 bit read, it responds by driving DERR* low. 

2> If it is able to handle the required read it drives 
ACK* to 1 ow, retrieves the data ·from the sel ec:ted 
location, and places it en the data bus. 

3> If it drives ACK* low, 
difTiculty in retrieving 
because of a parity error> 
specified time limit to 
data bus is not valid. 

but then encounters some 
data from memory <possibly 
it drives DERR* within a 

indicate that the data on the 

NOTE 

Some MASTERS require that ACK* be driven low prior to 
the time that data has been placed on the bus to give 
maximum perTormanc:e, while others must see valid data on 
the bus when ACK* falls. To guarantee compatibility 
between all VMXbus boards, all SLAVES must be 
configurable so that they present valid data at the same 
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time they drive ACK* low. Those SLAVES which can ALSO be 
configured tc drive ACK* low earlier provide a range of 
"data valid" to ACK* delays of 0 to 1.25 n.S. <The .amount 
of delay may be sel ec:ted either statically Ce.· g. by 
jumpers> or dynamically <e.g by control registers> to 
give optimum performance. 

Some VMXbus MASTERS can handle late-aborted cycles while 
others cannot. To guarantee compatibility between VMXbus 
boards all SLAVES must be configurable to operate in the 
normal aborted c:yc:le mode. Those SLAVE boards which can 
also be configured to provide late-aborted cycles 
typically provide a range of ACK* to DERR* delays fr"om 0 
to 1.25 nS. The .amount of delay may be selected either 
statically (e.g. by jumpers> or dynamically Ce.g. by 
control registers>. 

Figure ·3-2 shows the most likely of these possibilities! the 
successful read. When the SLAVE responds by driving ACK* to 
low, the MASTER captures the data, removes the upper" address 
fFc::im the address bus, and drives UDS*, LDS*, and UAS* high in 
preparation for the next cycle. 

When the SLAVE detects the data strobes driven to high, it 
tri-states its data bus drivers, and releases ACK* tc high~ 
allowing the data bus to be used for the next cycle • 

• 
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Figure 3-2 
A Single Word Read Cycle 

VMXbus MASTER 

SEND THE LOWER ADDRESS 

-
Drive LAS to low 
Present lower address 

and longword•low 
Drive LAS to high 

I 

VMXbus SLAV~ 

·---------------------------------------

I 
I 

I 
I 

SEND THE UPPER ADDRESS 

Remove lower address 
and longword bit 

Present upper address 
Drive LIAS* to low 

I 

LATCH THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Receive LAS driven to high 
Latch lower address 

and longword bit. 

The MASTER is required to wait a 
specified time to ensure that the 
SLAVE has latched the lower address 
before removing it and the longword 
bit from the address bus. 

·---------------------------------------
SPECIFY READ CYCLE 

Drive READ high 

REQUEST THE DATA 

Drive both data strobes low 

I 

DECODE THE ADDRESS 

Receive UAS* driven to low 
Decode address 
If address is not for this SLAVE 

THEN wait for another cycle 
ELSE select a memory loca~ion 

·---------------------------------------
RETRIEVE THE DATA 

Receive data strobes 
driven to low 

Sample LAS Chigh> 
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TERMINATE CYCLE 

Receive ACK* driven to low 
Capture the data on 000-DlS 
Remove upper address 
Drive data strobes to high 
Drive UAS* to high 

I 

Sample READ <high) 
Retrieve the data ·from the 

selected location 
Place data on DOO-Dl~ 

RESPOND TO THE MASTER 

Drive ACK* to low 

·---------------------------------------
ACKNOWLEDGE TERMINATION 

Receive data strobes 
driven to high 

Tri-state D00-015 
Release ACK* 
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3.1.3 Sequential Write Cycle 

There are three kinds of sequential write cycles: byte write, 
word write, and longword write. Figure 3-3 shows the f1ow 
diagram fer one of these: a sequential word write cycle, and 
should be referred to while reading the following cycle flow 
description. 

The cycle begins when the MASTER drives LAS low. LAS is then 
held low until the MASTER drives the twelve address bus lines 
with address bits A01 through A11 and the "longword" level 
appropriate for the word transfer Clow>. All these lines must 
be valid before LAS is driven to high. 

The SLAVE latches the "lower address" and the longword bit on 
the rising edge of LAS. After a specified hold time, the 
MASTER removes the lower address and longword bit from the 
address bus and then places the "upper address" on it 
<A12-A23). When these new address bits have stabilized, the 
MASTER drives UAS* to low. Each SLAVE, upon receiving the 
upper address, determines whether it is the one being 
addressed. 

while the SLAVES are decoding the address the MASTER drives 
READ low to indicate that a write cycle is being done. In 
order to indicate that this is a sequential write cycle it 
drives LAS low again. <LAS is then held low through all cf 
the data transfers to the end of the sequential write cycle.> 
Then the· MASTER places its 16 bits of data on the data bus 
lines D00-015 and drives the two data strobes low, commanding 
the SLAVE to write the data into memory. 

When the selected SLAVE detects the data strobes driven tc 
low it responds in one cf three different ways: 

1> If it is a D1o SLAVE, and has been directed to de a 
32 bit · write, or i -f it is a ncn-SEQ SLAVE and has been 
directed to do a sequential access, it responds by 
driving DERR* low. 

2> IT it is able to handle the required write, it drives 
ACK* low and stores the data into the selected memory 
location. 

3> If it drives ACK* low. but then enccunt~rs some 
difficulty in completing the write (for example, writing 
to a ROM> it drives DERR* low within a speci-fied time 
limit to indicate that the write was not successful. 

NOTE 

Scme VMXbus MASTERS can handle late-aborted cycles while 
ethers cannot. Tc guarantee compatibility between VMXbus 
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boards all SLAVES should be configurable to operate in 
the normal aborted cycle mode. Those SLAVE boards which 
can also be configured to provide late-aborted cycles 
typically provide a range of ACK* to DERR* delays from 0 
to 125 nS. The amount of delay may be selected either 
statically <e.g. by jumpers> or dynamically <e.g. by 
control registers.> 

Figure 3-3 shows the most likely of these possibilities: the 
suc:c:essful write. When the SLAVE responds by driving ACK* to 
low, the MASTER removes the upper address from the address 
bus, and drives the data strobes high, but maintains LAS and 
UAS* low. When the SLAVE detects the data strobes driven to 
high it releases ACl<*, allowing the data bus to be used for· 
the next cycle. When the MASTER sees ACK* high as well as 
DERR* already high it initiates another write cycle. Since 
LAS has been held low the SLAVE has incremented the address 
from the last cycle and selected a new location. 

This process repeats itself fer each write until all of the 
data has been written. On the last transfer the MASTER 
responds to the low ACK* by driving LAS~ UDS*, LDS* and UAS* 
to high in preparation fer the next cycle. 
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Figure 3-3 
A Sequential Word Write Cycle 

VMXbus MASTER 

SEND THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Drive LAS to low 
Present lower address 

and longword•low 
Drive LAS to high 

I 
I 

I 
I 

SEND THE UPPER ADDRESS 

Remove lower address 
and longword bit 

Present upper address 
Drive UAS* to low 

SPECIFY WRITE CYCLE 

Drive READ low 

SPECIFY SEQUENTIAL CYCLE 

Drive LAS low 

SEND THE DATA 

Present data on 000-015 
Drive both data strobes low 

VMXbus SLAVE. 

LATCH THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Receive LAS driven to high 
Latch lower address 

and longword bit. 

The MASTER is required to wait a 
specified time to ensure that the 
SLAVE has latched the lower address 
before removing it and th~ long~ord 
bit from th~ address bus. 

DECODE THE ADDRESS 

Receive UAS* driven to low 
Decode address 
If address is not for this SLAVE 

THEN wait for another cycle 
ELSE select a memory location 
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STORE THE DATA 

Receive d•ta strobes 
driven to low 

Sample I.AS (low> 
Sample READ <low> 
Store the d•ta in the 

selected location 

RESPOND TO THE MASTER 

Drive ACK* to low 

I 

---------------------------------------· - .. -- - ~ .~ ~· 

TERMINATE FIRST TRANSFER 

Receive ACK* driven to low 
Drive data strobes to high 
Remove data irom 000-013 
<Maintain UAS* and I.AS low) 

---------------------------------·-----

SPECIFY DATA DIRECTION 

Drive READ low 

SEND THE DATA 

Present data on 000-015 
Drive both data strobes low 

. I 

ACKNOWl.EDGE TERMINATION 

Receive data strobes 
driven to high 

Release ACK* 

INCREMENT THE LATCHED ADDRESS 

IF I.AS is still low 
THEN increment the latched address 

... I 

PROCESS THE ADDRESS 
IF address is not for this SLAVE 

THEN wait for another cycle 
ELSE select a memory location 

STORE THE DATA 

Receive data strobes 
driven to low 

Sample LAS Clow> 
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TERMINATE CYCLE 

• Receive ACK* driven to 1 ow 
Remove data irom 000-015 
Drive data strobes to high 
Drive LAS to high 
Drive UAS* to high 

( 

• 

Sample READ Clow> 
Store the data in the 

selected location 

I • 

RESPOND TO THE MASTER 

Drive ACK* to low 

ACKNOWLEDGE TERMINATION 

Receive data strobes 
driven· ~c high 

Release ACK* 
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3.1.4 Sequential Read Cycl~ 

There are three types of sequential read cycles: byte read, 
word read, and longword read. Figure 3-4 shows the flow 
diagram for one of these: a sequential word read cycle, and 
should be referred to while reading the following cycle flow 
description. 

The cycle begins when. the MASTER drives LAS low. LAS is then 
held low until the MASTER drives the twelve address bus lines 
with address bits A01 through A11 and the "longword" level 
appropriate fer the word transfer Clow>. All these lines must 
be valid before LAS is driven to high. 

The SLAVE latc:hes the "lower addr'ess" and longword bit on the 
rising edge of LAS. After a specified hold time, the MASTER 
removes the lower address and the longword bit from the 
address bus and then places the "upper address" on it. 
CA12-A23>. When these new address bits have stabilized, the 
MASTER drives UAS+ to low. Each SLAVE, upon receiving the 
upper address, determines whether it is the one being 
addressed. 

while the SLAVES are decoding the address, the MASTER drives 
READ high tc indic:ate that a read cyc:le is being done. In 
order to indicate that this is a sequential· read c:yc:le it 
drives LAS low again. <LAS is held low through all of the 
data transfers to the end of the sequential read c:ycle.> Then 
the MASTER drives the two data strobes to low, c:ommanding the 
SLAVE to retrieve data from the selected memory location and 
place it en the bus. 

When the selected SLAVE detects the data strobes driven to 
low it responds in one of three different ways: 

1> If it is a 016 SLAVE, and has been directed to do a 
32 bit read~ it responds by driving DERR* low. 

2> If it is able to handle the required read~ it drives 
ACK* to low, retrieves the data from the selected 
location, and places it on the data bus. 

3> If it drives ACK* low, but then is unable to retrieve 
data from the memory,_ <possibly because of a parity 
error> it drives DERR* within a specified time limit to 
indicate that the data is not valid. 

NOTE 

Some MASTERS require that ACK* be driven low prior to 
the time that data. has been placed on the bus to give 
maximum performance, while others must see valid data on 
the bus when ACK* falls. To guarantee compatibility 
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between all VMXbus boards all SLAVES must be 
configurable sc that they present valid data at the same 
time they drive ACK* low. Those SLAVES which can also be 
con-figured to drive ACK* low provide a range of "data 
valid" to ACK* delays of 0 to 125. nS. <The amount of 
delay may be selected eit.her statically <e.g. by 
jumpers) or dynamically <e.g by control registers> to 
give optimum performance. 

Some VMXbus MASTERS can handle late-aborted cycles while 
others cannot. To guarantee compatibility between VMXbus 
beards all SLAVES should be configurable to operate in 
the normal aborted cycle mode. Those SLAVE boards which 
can also be configured to provide late-aborted cycles 
typically provide a range of ACK* to DERR* delays from 0 
to 12~ nS. The amount cf delay may be selected either 
statically <e.g. by jumpers> or dynamically <e.g. by 
co~trol registers.> 

Figure 3-4 shows the most likely of these possiblities: the 
successful read. When the SLAVE responds by driving ACK* low, 
the MASTER captures the data. Then it maintains LAS and UAS* 
low, but drives the data strobes to high When the SLAVE 
detects the data strobes driven to high it tri-states its 
data bus drivers and releases ACK* to high. When the MASTER 
sees ACK* high as .wel 1 as DERR*· al ready h_i gh it drives the 
data strobes low for· another· read. 

This process repeats itself for each read until all of the 
data has been read. On the last transfer the MASTER responds 
to the low ACK* by driving LAS, UDS*, LDS*, and UAS* to high 
in preparation fer the next cycle. 
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Figure 3-4 
A Sequential Word Read Cycle 

VMXbus MASTER 

SEND THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Drive L.AS to low 
Present.lower address 

and longword•low 
Drive LAS to high 

VMXbus SL.AVE 

---------------------------------------

• 

S£NO THE.UPPER 

I 
I 

I 
I 

ADDRESS 

Remove lower address 
and longword bit 

Present ~pper address 
Drive UAS* to low 

I 

LATCH THE L.OWER ADDRESS 

Receive LAS driven to high 
Latch lower address 

and longword bit. 

The MASTER is required to wait a 
specified time to ensure that the 
SL.AVE has latched the lower address 
before removing it and the longword 
bit from the address bus. 

·--------------------~------------------
· ·· . SPEC I FY READ CYCL.E 

O,.ive ~EAD high 

SPECIFY SEQUENTIAL CYCLE 

Drive LAS low 

REQUEST THE DATA 

Drive both data strobes low 

I 

DECODE THE -A-DDRESS 

Receive UAS* driven to low 
Decode address 
If address is not for this SLAVE 

THEN wait for another cycle 
ELSE select a memory location 

·---------------------------------------
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RETRIEVE THE DATA 

Receive data strobes 
driven ta low 

Sample LAS (1 ow> 
Sample READ <high> 
Retrieve the data from the 

selected location 
Place data on 000-DlS 

RESPOND TO THE MASTER 

Drive ACK* to low 

I ---------------------------------------· 
TERMINATE FIRST TRANSFER 

Receive ACK* driven tc low 
Capture the data from DOO-DlS 
Drive data strobes to high 
(Maintain UAS* and LAS lcw> 

SPECIFY DATA DIRECTION 

Drive READ high 
'- - -

REQUEST THE DATA 

Drive beth data strobes low 

ACKNOWLEDGE TERMINATION 

Receive data strobes 
driven to high 

Tri-state 000-DlS 
Release ACK* 

INCREMENT THE LATCHED ADDRESS 

IF LAS is still low 
THEN increment the latched address 

DECODE THE ADDRESS 

IF address is not for this SLAVE 
THEN wait fer another cycle 
ELSE select a memory location 

RETRIEVE THE DATA 

Receive data strobes 
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TERMIN'ATE CYCLE 

Receive ACK* driven to low 
Capture the data from D00-015 
Drive data strobes to high 
Drive LAS to high 
Drive UAS* to high 

driven to low 
Sample LAS (low> 
Sample READ Chigh> 
Retrieve the data from the 

selected location 
I . 

RESPOND TO THE MASTER 

Drive ACK+ to low 

ACKNOWLEDGE TERMINATION 

Receive data strobes 
driven to high 

Tri-state 000-015 
Release ACK* 
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3.1.S ~ndivisible Single Address Cycle 

Indivisible single address cycles are used to read and/or 
write to a single memory location without allowing any other 
MASTER to access the location: This is accomplished by 
beginning the cycle in the normal manner Ci.e. sending the 
lower and upper address> but then holding ~AS high and UAS* 
low while the data strobes are used to read and write 
repetitively to the selected location. Any sequence &nd any 
number of read and write cycles are permitted, as long as 
they are all of the same data width. 

The indivisible singl~ address cycle might be used to do a 
read-modify-write sequence, commonly used for semaphores. 

There are three kinds of indivisible single address cycles: 
byte, word and longword. Figure 3-5 shows the flow diagram 
for one of these: an indivisible single address word cycle. 
Since such a tycle may consist of any combination of reads 
and writes, figure 3-5 shows the simple case of one read 
followed by one write. This figure should be referred to 
while reading the following cycle flow description. 

The cycle begins when the MASTER drives LAS low. LAS is then 
held low until the MASTER drives the twelve address bus lines 
with address bits A01 through All, and the "longword" level 
appropriate for the word transfer Clow>. All these lines must 
be valid before LAS is driven to high. 

The SLAVE latches the "lower address" and longword bit on the 
rising edge of LAS. After a specified hold time, the MASTER 
removes the lower address and longword bit from the address 
bus and then places the "upper address" on it CA12-A23J. When 
these new address bits have stabilized, the MASTER drives 
UAS* to low. Each SLAVE, upon receiving the upper address, 
determines whether it is the one being addressed. 

while the SLAVES are decoding the address the MASTER drives 
READ either high or low depending on whether a read or a 
write cycle is being done. In figure 2-9 a read is done 
first, so READ is driven high. Then the MASTER either places 
its data on the data bus and drives the data strobes low 
<write cycle>, or it just drives the data strobes low <read 
cycle>. <In figure 2-9 it does the latter.) · 

When the selected SLAVE detects the data strobes driven to 
low it responds in a manner similar to the earlier examples: 
driving DERR* low, or driving ACK* low, or driving ACK* low 
followed by DERR* low. 

Figure 3-5 shows the most likely of these possibilities: the 
successful read. When the SLAVE drives ACK• to low the MASTER 
maintains UAS* low and LAS high and initiates another cycle 
by changing the level of READ as required and then driving 
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the data strobes to low again. Figure 3-5 shows the MASTER 
doing a write aTter the read is complete. 
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Figure 3-5 
An Indivisible Single Address Word Cycle 

VMXbus MASTER 

SEND THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Dr~ve LAS to low 
Present lower address 

and longword=low 
Drive LAS to high 

SEND THE UPPER 

I 
I 

I 
I 

ADDRESS 

Remove lower address 
and longword bit 

Present upper address 
Drive UAS* to low 

SPECIFY READ CYCLE 

Drive READ high 

REQUEST THE DATA 

Drive both data strobes low 

I 

VMXbus SLAVE 

LATCH THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Receive LAS driven to high 
Latch lower address 

and longword bit. 

The MASTER is required to wait a 
specified time to ensure that the 
SLAVE has latched the lower address 
before removing it and .the ·longword 

·, -bit from the address bus. 

DECODE THE ADDRESS 

Receive UAS+ driven to low 
Decode address 
If address is net for this SLAVE 

THEN wait for another cycle 
ELSE select a memory location 

·---------------------------------------
RETRIEVE THE DATA 

Receive data strobes 
driven to low 

Sample LAS (high> 
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Sample READ <high> . 
Retrieve the data from the 

selected location 
Place data on 000-015 

RESPOND TO THE MASTER 

Drive ACK* to low 

I 

---------------------------------------· 
TERMINATE FIRST TRANSFER 

Receive ACK* driven to low 
Capture the data from 000-015 
Drive data strobes to high 
<Maintain upper address> 
<Maintain UAS* low and LAS high> 

I 

·---------------------------------------

SPECIFY WRITE CYCLE 

Dr-ive READ low 

SEND THE DATA 

Present data on D00-01~ 
Drive both data strobes low 

ACKNOWLEDGE TERMINATION 

Receive data strobes 
driven to high 

Tri-state DOO-DlS 
Rel,ease ACI<* 

DECODE THE ADDRESS 

IF UAS* is still low 
THEN select the same memory 

location again 

STORE THE DATA 

Receive data strobes 
driven to low 

Sample LAS (high) 
Sample READ <low> 
Store the data in the 
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selected location 

RESPOND TO THE MASTER 

Drive ACK* to low 

I ---------------------------------------· 
TERMINATE CYCLE· 

Receive ACK* driven to low 
Drive data strobes to high 
Remove data from 000-015 
Drive LIAS* to high 
Remove upper address 

ACKNOWLEDGE TERMINATION 

Receive data strobes 
driven to high 

Rel ease AC•<* 
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~.1.6 Indivisible Multiple Address Cycle 

Indivisible multiple address cycles are used to read from and 
write to several different memory locations without allowing 
any other MASTER to ac:c:ess these loc:ati~ns. Ac:c:ess by other 
MASTERS is prevented through the use of a "lcc:k" line 
<LOCK*>· The MASTER doing the indivisible multiple address 
cycle holds this LOCK* line low while it does any number or 
combination of read and write cycles. <The individual reads 
and writes look exactly like single reads cycles and single 
write cycles except that LOCK* is low.> 

There are three kinds cf indivisible multiple address c:yc:les: 
byte, word~ and longword. Figure 2-10 shows the flow diagram 
for one of these: an indivisible multiple address word c:yc:le. 
Since such a c:yc:le may consist of any combination of reaqs 
and writes, figure 3-6 shows the simple case of one read 
fellowed by one write. <Since figure 3-6 is so similar to 
figures 3-1 and 3-2 a detailed description won~t be provided 
here.> 
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Figure 3-6 
An Indivisible Multiple Address Word Cycle 

VMXbus MASTER 

SEND THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Drive LAS to low 
Present lower address 

and longword•low 
Drive LAS to high 

I 

I 
I. 

I 
SEND THE UPPER ADDRESS 
ANO SPECIFY AN INDIVISIBLE 
MULTIPLE ADDRESS CYCLE 

Remove lower address 
and longword bit 

Present upper address 
Drive LOCI<* low 
Drive UAS* to low 

I 

VMXbus SLAVE 

.LATCH THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Receive LAS driven to high 
Latch lower ~ddress 

and longword bit. 

The MASTER is required to wait a 
specified time to ensure that the 
SLAVE has latched the lower address 
before removing it and the longword 
bit from the address bus. 

I I 

·-----------------------------------~-· 

·---------------------------------------
SPECIFY READ CYCLE 

Drive READ high 

REQUEST THE DATA 

Drive both data strobes low 

I 

DECODE THE ADDRESS 

Receive UAS* driven to low 
Receive LOCK* low 
Decode address 
If address is not for this SLAVE 

THEN wait for another cycle 
ELSE ~elect a memory location 

and inhibit accesses from 
the alternate port. 

·---------------------------------------
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RETRIEVE THE DATA 

Receive data strobes 
driven to low 

Sami:ile LAS <high> 
Sample. READ <high> 
Retrieve the data 4rom the 

selected location 
Place data on 000-015 

RESPOND TO THE MASTER 

Drive ACK* to low · 

I 

--------------------------------------~· 
TERMINATE FIRST TRANSFER 

Receive ACK* driven to low 
Capture the data from 000-015 
Remove upper address 
Drive data strobes to high 
Drive UAS* to high 

SEND THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Drive LAS to low 
Present lower address 

and longword=low 
Drive LAS to high 

ACKNOWLEDGE TERMINATION 

Receive data strobes 
driven to high 

Tri-state D00-015 
Release ACK* 

LATCH THE LOWER ADDRESS 

Receive LAS driven to high 
Latch lower address 

and longword bit 
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SEND THE UPPER 
I 

ADDRESS 

Remove lower address 
and longword. bit 

Present upper address 
Drive UAS* to low 

SPECIFY WRITE CYCLE 

Drive READ low 

SEND 1'.HE DATA 

Present data en 000-015 
Drive beth data strobes low 

TERMINATE CYCLE 

Receive ACK* driven to low 
Drive data strobes to high 
Remove data from OOO-D15 
Drive WAS* to high 
Remove upper address 

---------------------------------------' 
The MASTER is required to wait a 
specified time to ensure that the 
SLAVE has latched the lower address 
before removing it and the longword 
bit from the address bus. 

DECODE THE ADDRESS 

Receive UAS* driven to low 
Receive LOCK* low 
Decode address 
If address is not fer this SLAVE 

THEN wait for another cycle 
ELSE select a memory location 

and inhibit accesses from 
the alternate port 

STORE THE DATA 

Receive data strobes 
driven to low 

Sample LAS <low> 
Sample READ Clow> 
Store the data in the 

selected location 

RESPOND TO THE MASTER 

Drive ACK* to low 
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Drive LOCK* high 

ACKNOWLEDGE TERMINATION 

Receive data strobes 
driven to high 

Release ACK* 
Receive LOCK* high 
un-inhibit accesses ~rom 

the alternate port 
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA TRANSFER BUS TIMING DIAGRAMS 

4.1 General Infcrmaticn 

This chapter provides six pairs of timing diagrams which 
describe the 25 c:ycle types listed in sec:tion 3.1 as fellows: 

Fig. Nos. Figure Title Cyc:le types 

4-1, 4-2 Single Write Cyc:le 1, 7, 13, ·19 
4-3, 4-4 Single Read Cyc:l e 2, e, 14, 20 
4-5, 4-6 Sequential Write Cyc:le 3, 9, 15, 21 
4-7, 4-8 Sequential Read Cyc:le 4, 10, 16, 22 
4-9, 4-10 Indivisible Single Address Cyc:le 5, 11, 17, ..,~ ... _. 
4-11, 4-12 Indivisible Multiple Address Cyc:le 6, 12, 18, 24 
4-13, 4-1'4 Withdrawn Cyc:le 25 

A spec:ial notation has been used to desc:ribe the data strobe 
timing. The two data strobes <UDS* and LDS*> will not always 
make their transitions simultaneously. For pur~oses of these 
timing diagrams, DS"A"* represents the FIRST data strobe tc. 
make its transition, whether that. is UDS* er LDS*, while 
DS"B"* represents the sec:cnd. The reader shculd realize that 
the first data strobe tc fall might NOT be the.first tc rise. 
Thus OS"A"* may represent one data strobe on its falling edge 
and the ether en its rising edge. 
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4.2 Sin9le Wr-ite Cyc:le 

TASLS:·4-1 
Sinc;le Wr-ite Cycle: MASTER ti(ning values 

<NOTE A> 
PAAAl"IETER NU MS ER MIN MAX. NOTES 

1 20 a 
2 20 :s 
3 10 a 
4 10 B 
:5 30 B 
6 :5 B 
7 :10 a ~ 

e 40 a 
~ :; a 

10 10 B 
11 0 a 
12 3~ B 
13 10 B 
14 0 200 0, F 
1!5 0 E, G 
17 0 c 
1S 0 c 
19 10 B 
20 20 B 
21 0 :500. c 
22 0 :; B 
2:3 10 B 
24 10 a 
2:5 0 40 0 

<SEE NOTES ON FOLL.OWING F>AGE> 
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TABLE 4-1 NOTES 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise 
noted. 

B. The MASTER must guarantee this ti"ming between two of 
its outgoing signal transitions. 

C. The MASTER must wait for the incoming signal edge from 
the SLAVE beTcre changing the level on its outgoing 
signal. 

D. This is a guarantee that the SLAVE will not change the 
incoming signal until the MASTER changes its outgoing 
signal. 

E. The MASTER is guaranteed this timing between two cf 
its incoming signal transitions. 

F. This maximum is specified in Microseconds. 

G. In order to ensure compatibility between boards, all 
MASTERS must be able to abort tt!!t __ cycle if DERR* is 
driven low at the same time as~~In addition, some 
MASTERS. may also have on-boar~jumpers or control 
registers that ·allow it to accept ana respond to 
fal 1 ing edges on DERR* as 1 ate a.s ·125 nanosec_cnds 
after the falling edge of ACK*. 
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FIGURE 4-i 
Single Write Cycle: MASTER timing diagram 
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TABLE 4-2 

Single Write Cycle: SLAVE timing values 

<NOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 15 B 
2 15 B 
3 5 B 
4 5 B 
5 20 B 
6 0 a 
7 45 B 
e 35 B 

" 
' 9 s B 

10 10 B 
11 0 10 • B 
12 30 B 
1::S s B 
14 0 200 D, F 
15 0 E, G 
16 0 c 
19 0 c 
19 s a 

.. 20 15 B 

( 21 0 505 c 
22 0 10 B 
23 5 a 
24 5 B 
25 0 30 0 

<SEE NOTES ON FOLLOWING PAGE> 

( 
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TABLE 4-2 NOTES 

A. All ti mes are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise ·· 
noted. 

El. -The SLAVE is guaranteed this timing between two of its 
incoming signal transitions. 

C. This is a guarantee that the MASTER will net change the 
incoming signal until the SLAVE changes its outgoing 
signal. 

D. The SLAVE must wait fer the incoming signal edge frcm 
the MASTER before changing the level on its outgoing 
signal. 

E. The SLAVE must guarantee this timing between two of 
its outgoing signal transitions. 

Fo This maximum is specified in Microseconds. 

G. In order to ensure compatibility between beards, all 
SLAVES must be able to provide a falling edge on DERR* 
no later than the falling edge on ACK•. In addition~ 

some SLAVES may also have on-board jumpers or control 
registers that al1ow it to generate a.falling edge on 
ACK* as much as 125 nanoseconds prier to the falling 
edge on OERR*e 
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FIGURE 4-2 

Single Write Cycle: SLAVE timing diagram 
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4.3 Single Raad Cycle 

TABLE 4-3 
Single Read Cyc:le: MASTER timing v.alues 

<NOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 20 B 
2 20 B 
3 10 B 
4 10 B 
!5 30 B . 
6 :s B . 
7 :so B 
e 40 B 
9 :s B 

10 10 B 
11 0 :s B 
12 0 B 
13 0 200 D, F 
14 0 0 
15 :s E, H 
16" ·o E, G 
.1e 0 c 
19 0 c 
20 10 B 
21 20 B 
22 0 500 c 
23 0 :s B 
24 10 B 
2!5 3~ B 
26 0 40 D 
27 0 D 
29 0 3!5 D 

<SEE NOTES ON FOLLOWING PAGE> 

\_"- .. / 
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TABLE 4-3 NOTES 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise 
noted. 

B. The MASTER must guarantee this timing between two of 
its outgoing signal transitions. 

C. The MASTER must wait for the incoming signal edge from 
the SL.AVE before c~anging the level on its outgoing 
signal. 

D. This is a guarantee that the SLAVE will not change the 
incoming signal until the MASTER changes its outgoing 
signal. 

E.· The MASTER is guaranteed this timing between two of its 
incoming signal transitions. 

F. This·maximum is specified in Microseconds. 

G. In order to ensure compatibility between boards~ .all 
MASTERS must be able to abort the cycle if DERR* is 
driven low at the same time as ACK. In addition~ some 
MASTERS may also have on-board jumper~ er control 
registers that allow it to accept and respond to 
falling edges on DERR* as late as 12S nanoseconds. 
after the falling edge of ACK*· 

H. All SLAVE boards can be configured to guarantee that 
the data on the data bus will be valid when ACK* 
falls, but some may be configurable to generate an 
"early ACK*" ils much as 125 nanoseconds before the 
data is valid. In order to take advantage of the 
performance benefits that this offers, some MASTERS 
may be equipped with en-board jumpers er control 
r-egisters that allow them to accept an ear-ly ACI<* 
falling edge as much as 125 nanoseconds before the 
data is valid. 
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FIGURE 4-3 
Single Read Cycle: MASTER timing diagram 
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TA:BLE 4-4 

Single Read Cyc:le: SLAVE timing values 

CNOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUM:BER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 15 B 
2 15 B 
3 5 B 
4 5 B 
5 20 B 
6 0 B 
7 45 B 
a 30 B 
9 0 B . . 10 5 B 

11 0 10 B 
12 0 B 
13 0 200 O, F 
14 0 E 
15 0 E, H 
16 0 E, G 
19 0 c 
19 0 c 
20 5 B 
21 15 B 

( 22 0 505 c 
23 0 10 B 
24 5 B 
25 30 B 
26 0 30 0 
27 0 0 
28 0 30 D 

CSEE NOTES ON FOLLOWING PAGE> 
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TASl..E 4-4 NOTES 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise ~ 
noted. 

S. The SL.AVE is guaranteed this timing between two of its 
incoming signal transitions. 

C. This is a guarantee that the MASTER will not change the 
incoming signal until the SL.AVE changes its outgoing 
signal. 

D. The SLAVE must wait for the incoming signal edge from 
the MASTER before changing the level on its outgoing 
signal .. 

E. The SLAVE must guarantee this timing between two of 
·its outgoing signal transitions. 

F. This maximum is specified in Microseconds. 

G. In order to ensure compatibility between boards, all 
SLAVES must be able to provide a falling edge on DERR* 
no later than the falling edge on ACK*• In addition, 
some SL.AVES may also have on-board jumpers or control 
r"egi sters that al low them :to generate a falling edge on 
ACK* as much as 125 nanoseconds prior to the falling 
edge on DERR*. 

H. In order to ensure compatibility between boards, all 
SLAVES must be configurable to provide valid data no 
later than the falling edge of ACK*. In addition, some 
SLAVES may also have on-board jumpers or control 
registers that allow them to generate a falling edge on 
ACK* as much as 125 nanoseconds prior to placing valid 
data on the data bus. 
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FIGURE 4-4 
Single Read Cycle: SLAVE timing diagram 
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4.4 Sequent i al Wl'"'ite Cycle 

TABLE 4-5 
Sequential Wl'"'ite Cycle: MASTER ·timing values 

<NOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX· NOTES 

1 20 B 
2 20 B 
3 10 B 
4 10 B 
s :so :e . . 
6 20 a 
7 5 B 
a 5 :e 
9 50 a 

10 40 a 
11 10 a 
12 10 a 
13 0 B 
14 35 B 
15 10 B 
16 .o 200 O, F 
18 s E, G 
1C? 0 500 c 
20 0 s B 
21 10 B 
22 10 B 
23 0 40 0 
24 0 c 
25 0 c 
26 20 Et 
27 20 B 
29 10 B 
29 30 Et 
30 30 B 

<SEE NOTES ON FOLLOWING ?AGE) 
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TABLE 4-5 NOTES 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise ~ 
noted. 

B. The MASTER must guarantee this timing between two of 
its outgoing signal transitions. 

C. The MASTER must wait for the incoming signal edge from 
the SLAVE before changing the level on its outgoing 
signal. 

D. This is a guarantee that the SLAVE will not change the 
incoming signal until the MASTER changes its outgoing 
signal. 

E. The MASTER is guaranteed this timing between two of its 
'incoming signal transitions. 

F. This maximum is specified in Microseconds. 

G. In order to ensure compatibility between boards, all 
MASTERS must be able to abort the cycle if DERR* is 
driven low at the same time as ACK. In addition, some 
MASTERS may also have on-b~ard jumpers or control 
registers that allow it to accept and respond to 
falling edges on DERR• as late as 125 nanoseconds 
after the falling edge of ACK•. 
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FIGURE 4-5 
Sequential Write Cycle: MASTER timing diagram 
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TABLE 4-6 

Sequential Write Cyc:le: SLAVE timing values 

<NOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 15 B 
2 15 B 
3 15 B 
4 s B 
s 20 B 

• 6 15 B 
7 0 B 
e 0 B 
9 45 B 

10 30 B 
11 5 B 
12 s B 
13 10 B 
14 30 B 
13 s B 
16 0 200 o, F 
19 0 E, G 
19 0 sos c 

. 20 0 10 B 

( 21 5 B 
22 5 B 
23 0 30 0 
24 0 c 
25 0 c 
26 15 B 
27 15 B 
29 5 B 
29 25 B 
30 30 B 

<SEE NOTES ON FOLLOWING PAGE> 
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TABLE 4-6 NOTES 

A. All times &re given in nanoseconds unless otherwise ~ 
noted. 

B. The SLAVE is guaranteed this timing between two of its 
incoming signal transitions. 

C. This is a guarantee that the MASTER will not change the 
incoming signal until the SLAVE changes its outgoing 
signal. 

O. The SLAVE must wait for the incoming signal edge from 
the MASTER before changing the level on its outgoing 
signal. 

E. The SLAVE must guarantee this timing between two of 
·its outgoing signal transitions. 

F. This maximum is specified in Microseconds. 

G.· In order to ensure compatibility between boards, all 
SLAVES must be able to provide a falling edge on DERR* 
no later than the falling edge on ACK*· In addition, 
some SLAVES may also have on-beard jumpers or control 
registers that allow it to generate a falling edge on 

·ACK* as much as 125 · nanoseconds prior to the falling 
edge· on DERR*. 
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Sequential. Write Cycle: SLAVE timing diagram 
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4.3 Sequential Read Cycle 

TASL.E 4-7 
Sequential Read Cycle: MASTER timing values 

<NOTE A>. 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 20 a 
2 20 B 
3 10 a 
4 10 B 
5 30 a 
6 20 B 

. . 
7 5 Et 
a. 5 B 
9 50 B 

10 40 B 
11 10 B 
12 10 B 
13 0 5 B 
14 0 B 
15 0 200 D, F 
16 0 0 .. 17 5 E, H 
19 5 E, G 
20 0 soo c 
21 0 5 Et 
22 10 c 
23 0 40 0 
24 0 0 
25 0 35 D 
26 40 a 
27 0 c 
29 0 c 
29 20 B 
30 10 B 
31 30 B 
32 20 a 

<SEE NOTES ON FOLLOWING PAGE> 
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TABLE 4-7 NOTES 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise .. 
noted. 

B. The MASTER must guarantee this timing between two of 
its outgoing signal transitions. 

C. The MASTER ~ust wait for the incoming signal edge from 
the SLAVE before changing the level on its outgoing 
signal. 

O. This is a guarantee that the SLAVE will not change the 
incoming signal until the MASTER changes its outgoing 
signal. 

E. The MASTER is guaranteed this timing between two of its 
. incoming signal transitions. 

F. This maximum is specified in Microseconds. 

6. In order to ensure compatibility between boards, all 
MASTERS must be able to abort the ·cycle if DERR* is 
driven low at the same time as ACK. In addition, some 
MASTERS may.also have on-board jumpers or control 
registers that allow it to accept and respo~d to 
fallin9 edges on DERR* as late as 125 nanoseconds 
after the falling edge of ACK*. 

H. All SLAVE boards can be configured to guarantee that 
the data on the data bus will be valid when ACK* 
falls, but some may be configurable to generate an 
"early ACK*" as much as 125 nanoseconds before the 
data is valid. In order to take advantage of the 
performance benefits that this offers, some MASTERS 
may be equipped with on-board jumpers or control 
registers that allow them to accept an early ACK* 
falling edge as much as 125 nanoseconds before the 
data is valid. 
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FIGURE 4-7 
Sequential Read Cycle: MASTER timing diagram 
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f TABLE 4-8 
Sequential Read Cycle: SLAVE timing values 

<NOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 15 B 
2 15 B 
3 s B 
4 5 B 
s 20 B 
6 15 B 
7 0 B 

"' B 0 B 
Cjl 45 B 

10 30 B 
11 5 B 
12 s B 
13 0 10 B 
14 0 B 
15 0 200 D, F 
16 0 D 
17 0 E, H 
19 0 E, G 
20 0 sos c 
21 0 10 B 

( 
22 s c 
23 0 :so D 
24 0 D 
25 0 30 D 
26 30 B 
27 0 c 
28 0 c 
29 15 :e 
30 s B 
31 :?S B 
32 15 B 

<SEE NOTES ON FOLLOWING PAGE> 
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TASL.E 4-e NOTES 

A.·All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise • 
nated. 

B. The SLAVE is guaranteed this timing between two oi its 
incoming signal transitions. 

C. This is a guarantee that the MASTER will not change the 
incoming signal until the SLAVE changes its outgoing 
signal. 

D. The SLAVE must wait for the incoming signal edge from 
the MASTER before changing the level on its outgoing 
signal. 

E. The SLAVE must guarantee this timing between two•of 
"its outgoing signal transitions. 

F. This maximum is specified in Microseconds. 

G. In order to ensure compatibility between boards, all 
SLAVES must be able to provide a falling edge on DERR* 
no later than the falling edge on ACK*• In addition, 
some SLAVES may also have on-board jumpers or control 
registers that allow it to generate a. falling edge on 
ACK* as much as 12~ nanoseconds prior to the falling 
edge on DERR•. 

H. In order to ensure compatibility between boards, all 
SLAVES must be configurable to provide valid data no 
later than.the falling edge of ACK•. In addition, some 
SLAVES may also have on-board jumpers or control 
registers that allow them to generate a falling edge on 
ACK* as much as 125 nanoseconds prior to placing valid 
data on the data bus. 
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FIGURE 4-8 
Sequential Read Cycle: SLAVE timing diagram 
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. 4.6 Indivisible Single Address Cycle 

TABLE 4-9 
Indivisible Single Address Cycle: MASTER timing values 

<NOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 20 B 
2 20 B 
3 10 B 
4 10 B 
5 30 B 
6 5 B 
7 so B 
a 40 B 
9 s B 

10 10 B 
11 0 5 B 
12 0 a 
13 0 200 D, F 
14 0 0 
15 5 E, H 
16. s .. e:, s 
18 0 500 c 
19 10 B 
20 0 s B 
21 45 B 
22 35 B 
23 0 40 D 
24 0 35 D 
25 0 0 
26 10 B 
27 0 c 
28 0 c 
29 0 c 
30 20 B 
31 10 B 
32 20 B 
33 10 B 

<SEE NOTES ON FOLLOWING PAGE> 
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TABLE 4-9 NOTES 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise ~ 
noted. 

B. The MASTER must guarantee this timing between two of 
its outgoing signal transitions. 

C. The MASTER must wait for the incoming signal edge from 
the SLAVE before changing the level on its outgoing 
signal. 

D. This is a guarantee that the SLAVE will not change the 
incoming signal until the MASTER changes its outgoing 
signal. 

E. The MASTER is guaranteed this timing between two of its 
incoming signal transitions. 

F. This maximum is specified in Microsec:onds. 

G. In order to ensure compatibility between boards, all 
MASTERS must be able to abort the cycle if DERR* is 
driven low at the same time as ACK. In addition, some 
MASTERS may also have on-board jumpers or control 
registers that allow it to accept and respond tc 
falling edges on DERR* as late as 12~ nanoseconds 
after the falling edge of ACK*. 

H. All SLAVE beards can be configured to guarantee that 
the data en the data bus will be valid when ACK* 
falls, but some may be configurable to generate an 
"early ACK*" as much as 12:5 nanoseconds before the 
data is valid. In order to take advantage of the 
performance benefits that this offers, some MASTERS 
may be equipped with en-beard jumpers or control 
registers that allow them to accept an early ACK* 
falling edge as much as 12S nanoseconds before the 
data is valid. 
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FIGURE 4-~ 
Indivisible Single Address Cyc:le: MASTER timing diagram. 
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TABLE 4-10 

Indivisible Single Address Cycle: SLAVE timing values ~ 

<NOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 15 B 
2 1:5 B 
3 5 B 
4 :5 B 
5 20 B 

' 0 0 B 
7 45 B 
B 30 B 
9 0 & 

10 5 B 
11 0 . 10 B 
12 0 B 
13 0 200 o, F 
14 0 0 
15 0 E, H 
16 0 E, G 
18 0 505 c 
19 5 B 
20 0 10 8 

I ( 21 40 B 
22 35 B 
23 0 30 0 
24 0 30 D 
25 0 D 
26 5 B 
27 0 c 
29 0 c 
29 0 c 
30 15 B 
31 5 :e 
32 15 :e 
33 5 B 

<SEE NOTES ON FOLLOWING PAGE> 
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TABL.E 4-10 NOTES 

A. All times are given in nanosec:cnds unless otf"lerwise ·· 
noted. 

a. The SL.AVE is guaranteed tf"lis timing between two of its 
in.coming signal transitions. 

C. This is a guarantee that t.he MASTER will not change the 
incoming signal until the SL.AVE changes its outgoing 
signal. 

D. The SLAVE must wait for the incoming signal edge from 
the MASTER before changing tMe level on its outgoing 
signal. 

E. The SLAVE must guarantee this timing between two of 
its outgoing signal transitions. 

F. This maximum is specified in Microseconds. 

Sa In order to ensure compatibility between boards, .ill 
SLAVES must be able to provide a falling edge on DERR* 
no later than the falling edge on ACK*. In addition, 
some SLAVES may alsc have on-board jumpers or control 
registers tf"lat allow it to generate a falling edge on 
ACK* as much as 125 nanoseconds prior to the falling 
edge.on DERR*· 

H. In order to ensul"'e compatibility between boards, all 
SLAVES must be configurable to provide valid data no 
later than the falling edge of ACK*. In addition, some 
SLAVES may also have on-board jumpers or control 
registers that allow them to generate a ~alling edge on 
ACK* as muc:h as 125 nanoseconds prior to placing valid 
data on the data bus. 
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( FIGURE 4-10 
Indivisible Single Address Cycle: SLAVE timing diagram 
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4.7 Indivisible Multiple Address Cycle 

TABLE 4-11 
Indivisible Multiple Address Cycle: MASTER timing values 

CNOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 20 B 
2 20 s 
3 10 B 
4 10 B 
5 30 a 
6 5 B 
7 50 B 
e 40 B 
9 5 a 

10 10 B 
11 0 5 B 
12 0 a 
13 0 200 D, F 
14 0 D 
15 :; E, H 
16 5 e, G 
18 0 c 
19 0 c 
20 10 B 
21 0 500 c 
22 10 a 
23 0 5 a 
24 0 40 D 
25 0 D 
26 0 3:1 D 
27 35 B 
26 10 a 
29 0 c 
30 20 a 
31 20 a 

... 32 10 a 

<SEE NOTES ON FOLLOWING PAGE> 
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TABLE 4-11 NOTES 
A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise 

noted. 

a. The MASTER must guarantee this ti~ing between two of 
its outgoing signal transitions • 

• 
C. The MASTER must wait for the incoming signal edge from 

the SLAVE before changing the level on its outgoing 
signal. 

D. This is a guarantee that the SLAVE will not change the 
incoming signal until the MASTER changes its outgoing 
signal. 

E. The MASTER is guaranteed this timing between two of its 
incoming signal transitions. 

F. This max~mum is specified in Microseconds. 

G. In order to ensure compatibility between beards, all 
MASTERS must be able to abort the cycle if DERR* is 
driven low at the same time as ACK. In addition, some 
MASTERS may also have on-board jumpers or control 
registers that al 1 ow i·t to accept and respond to 
falling edges on DERR* as late as 125 nanoseconds 
after the falling edge of ACK*. 

H. All SLAVE boards can be configured to guarantee that 
the data on the data bus will be valid when ACK* 
falls, but some may be configurable to generate an 
"early ACK*" as much as 125 nanoseconds before the 
data is valid. In order to take advantage cf the 
performance benefits that this offers, some MASTERS 
may be equipped with on-board jumpers or control 
registers that allow them to accept an early ACK* 
falling edge as much as 125 nanoseconds before the 
data is valid • 

• 
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Indivisible Multiple Address Cycle: MASTER timing diagram 
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TABLE 4-12 

Indivisible Multiple Addl'"ess Cyc:le: SLAVE.timing values 

<NOTE· A> 
-PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 15 B 
2 15 B 
3 5 B 
4 5 B 
5 20 B 
6 0 B 
7 45 B 
8 30 B 
9 0 B 

10 5 B 
11 0 10 B 
12 0 B 
13 0 200 D, F 
14 0 D 
15 0 E, H 
16 0 E, G 
18 0 c 
19 0 c 
20 5 .B 
21 0 505 c 
22 s B 
23 0 10 B 
24 0 30 D 
25 0 D 
26 0 30 D 
27 35 B 
28 5 B 
29 0 c 
30 15 B 
31 15 B 
32 5 B 

<SEE NOTES ON FOLLOWING PAGE> . 
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TABLE 4-12 NOTES 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise 
noted. 

B. The SLAVE is guaranteed this timing between two of its 
incoming signal transitions. 

C. This is a guarantee that the MASTER wnl not change the 
incoming signal until the SLAVE changes its outgoing 
signal. 

O. The SLAVE must wait fer the incoming signal edge from 
the MASTER before changing the level on its outgoing 
signal. 

E •. The SLAVE must guarantee this timing between two of 
its outgoing signal transitions. 

F. This maximum is specified in Microseconds. 

G. In order to ensure ·compatibility between beards, all 
SLAVES must be able to provide a falling edge on DERR* 
no later than the falling edge on ACK*. In addition~ 

some SLAVES mAy also have en-board jumpers or control 
registers that allow it to generate a falling edge en 
ACK* as mu.c:h as 125 nanoseconds prior to the falling 
edge cm DERR*. 

H. In order to ensure compatibility between boards, all 
SLAVES must be configurable to provide valid data no 
later than the falling edge of ACK*. In addition, some 
SLAVES may also have on-board jumpers or control 
registers that allow them to generate a falling edge on 
ACK* as much as 125 nanoseconds prior to placing valid 
data on the data bus. 
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FIGURE 4-12 
Indivisible Multiple Address Cycle: SLAVE timing diagram 
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4.S Withdrawn Cycle 

TABLE 4-13 
Withdrawn Cycle: MASTER timing values 

-<NOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 20 a 
2 30 a 
3 20 a 
4 :s~ a 

NOTES: 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise 
noted. 

s. The MASTER must guarantee this timing between two of 
its outgoing signal transitions. 
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FIGURE 4-13 

Withdrawn Cycle: MASTER timing diagram 
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NOTES: 

TABLE 4-14 
Withdrawn Cycle: SLAVE timing values 

PARAMETER NUMBER 

1 
2 
3 
4 

<NOTE A> 
MIN · MAX 

15 
20 
15 
30 

NOTES 

B 
B 
B 
B 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise 
noted. 

B. The SLAVE is guaranteed this timing between two of its 
·incoming signal transitions. 

• 
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FIGURE 4-14 

Withdrawn Cycle: SLAVE timing diagram 
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S.1 SIGNAL LINES 

CHAPTER 5 
VMXbus ARBITRATION BUS 

The VMXbus contains two arbitration lines which are used to 
transfer control of the VMX-DTB between the PRIMARY MASTER 
and the SECONDARY MASTER: 

SMACK* 

SECONDARY MASTER bus request 

SECONDARY MASTER acknowledge 

These lines are collectively called the "arbitration bus". 
The SECONDARY MASTER drives SMRQ* low to when it needs to 
read or write data to VMXbus memory. The PRIMARY MASTER may 
drive SMACK* low in response to the low level on SMRQ* to 
permit the SECONDARY MASTER to use the VMX-DTB. 

The PRIMARY MASTER drives SMACK* high whenever the system is 
reset by the VMEbus SYSRESET* line and maintains it high at 
least until SMRQ* is driven low by the SECONDARY MASTER. The 
SECONDARY MASTER drives SMRQ* high when the system is reset 
and maintains it high at least until SYSRESET* goes high 

again. NOTE: 

When the PRIMARY MASTER is in control o; the 
VMX-DTB there are no timing co~staints on how long 
the PRIMARY MASTER may take to grant the VMX-DTB. 
Accordingly, it is permissible to design a PRIMARY 
MASTER which NEVER grants the VMX-DTB. Clearly if 
such a PRIMARY MASTER were plugged into the same 
bus with a SECONDARY MASTER, the SECONDARY MASTER 
would never be able to move any data over the bus. 
For this reason any board vendor selling such.a 
PRIMARY MASTER must clearly indicate 1ts 

· - · limitations on the product's data sheets. 

5.2 EXAMPLES OF ARBITRATION OPERATION 

Since only two MASTERS are allowed on each VMXbus, <a PRIMARY 
MASTER and a SECONDARY MASTER> there are only two basic 
arbitration sequences. The first is when the PRIMARY MASTER 
grants control of the VMX-DTB to the SECONDARY MASTER. The 
second is when the SECONDARY MASTER gi~es control of the 
VMX-OTB back to the PRIMARY MASTER. The following two 
sections illustrate the~e sequences. 

5.2.1 PRIMARY MASTER grants VMX-OTB To SECONDARY MASTER. 

F'age s-01 



Figure ~-1 shows the flow diagram for the case where the 
SECONDARY MASTER is granted the bus. When the sequence begins 
the PRIMARY MASTER is using the VMX-OTB. When the SECONDARY 
MASTER drives SMRQ* to low, and when the PRIMARY MASTER has 
finished using the VMX-DTB, it drives SMACK* low, granting 
the VMX-OTB to the SECONDARY MASTER. 

As long as the SECONDARY MASTER holds SMRQ* low it may 
continue to use tbe VMX-DTB without interuption. This allows 
it to transfer data to or from the memory at the maximum data 
rat'e, sinc:e it need not check before each transfer to see 
whether it still has control of the VMX-OTB. 
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FIGURE S-1 

PRIMARY MASTER 

<Using the VMX-DTB tc move 
data> 

DETECT .REQUEST FOR VMX-DTB 

Receive SMRQ* driven to low 

GRANT THE VMX-DTB 

<Finish data transfers> 
Drive LAS, UDS*, LDS* high 
Drive UAS* high 
Tri-state all VMX-DTB drivers 
Wait until DERR* and ACI<* 

are both high 
Drive SMACK* to low 

I • 

SECONDARY MASTER 

<Waiting to transfer 
data> 

REQUEST THE VMX-DTB 

Drive SMRQ* to low 

·-----------------------------
BEGIN DATA TRANSFER 

Receive SMACK* driven 
to low 

Send address 
Send/Receive data over the 

data bus 
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5.2.2 PRIMARY MASTER receives VMX-DTB From SECONDARY MASTER 

Figure 5-2 shows th• flow diagram for the case where the 
SECONDARY MASTER relinquishes control OT the data transfer 
lines. When the sequence begins, the SECONDARY MASTER is 
transferring data between itself and VMXaus memory. When the 
transfer is complete, .-nd it has tri-stated all of the 
VMX-DTB drivers, it drives SMRQ* high, signaling to the 
PRIMARY MASTER that it has finished using the VMX-DTB. The 
PRIMARY MASTER than drives SMACK* high, signalling to the 
SECONDARY MASTER that its high level on the SMRQ* line has 
been detected and that it· may request the bus again when 
needed. 
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FIGURE 5-2 

PRIMARY MASTER 

<Waiting ta transfer 
data> 

DETECT RELEASE OF VMX-DTB 

Receive SMRQ* driven ta high 

· BEGIN DATA TRANSFER 

Send address 
Send/Receive data aver the 

data bus 

SECONDARY ~ASTER 

<Finished using the VMX-DTB 
ta move data> 

RELEASE THE VMX-DTB 

Drive LAS, UDS*, LDS* high 
Drive UAS* high 
Tri-state all VMX-DTB drivers 
Wait until DERR* and ACK* 

.iare beth high 
Drive SMRQ* to high 
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5.3 ARBITRATION TIMING DIAGRAMS 

The Tallowing two sections provide two pairs OT timing 
diagrams that describe the detailed timing that the PRIMARY 
MASTER and SECONDARY MASTER must meet when passing control CT 
the VMX-OTB between each other. These times guarantee that 
the two MASTERS never drive the same VMXbus lines 
simultaneously and that they donPt drive the data lines 
simultaneously with the SLAVES. The timing diagrams describe 
the transfer the mastership as follows: 

Fig. Nos. 
5-3, 5-4 
5-5, 5-6 

Figure Title 
PRIMARY MASTER grants VMX-DTB 
PRIMARY MASTER receives VMX-DTB 
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5.3.1 PRIMARY MASTER grants VMX-DTB 

TABLE S-3 
PRIMARY MASTER grants VMX-OTB: MASTER timing values 

CNOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 0 B 
2 0 B 
3 0 B 
4 0 B 
5 0 B 
6 0 B 
7 0 B 
8 0 a 
9 0 B 

10 0 B 
11 0 B 
12 0 B 
13 0 c 
14 0 D 
15 20 D, E 
17 0 D 
18 0 D 
19 0 0 
20 0 D 
21 35 D, E 
22 20 D, E 

NOTES: 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise 
noted. 

S. The MASTER must guarantee this timing between two cf 
its outgoing signal transitions. 

C. The MASTER must wait for the incoming signal edge fr-om ·· 
the SLAVE befol"'e changing the level on its outgoing 
signal. 

O. This is a guarantee that the SECONDARY MASTER will not 
start driving the VMX-DTB until the PRIMARY MASTER has 
stopped dr-iving it. 

E. This guarantees that, when mastel"'ship is tr-ansferred, 
the SLAVES ar-e guaranteed a minimum time between 
cycles. 
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FIGURE :5-3 
PRIMARY MASTER grants VMX-DTB: MASTER timing diagram 
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TABLE 5-4 
PRIMARY MASTER grants VMX-DTB: SLAVE timing values 

<NOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN 'MAX NOTES 

1 0 B 
2 0 B 
3. 0 B 
4 0 B 
5 0 B 
6 0 B 
7 0 B 
e 0 B 
9 0 B 

10 0 B 
11 0 B 
12 0 B 
13 0 B 
14 0 D 
15 15 D, E 
17 0 D 
1S 0 D 
19 0 D 
20 0 D 
21 35 O, E 
22 15 D, E 

NOTES: 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds unless otherwise 
noted. 

8. The SLAVE is guaranteed this timing between two cf its 
incoming signal transitions. 

C. This is a guarantee that the MASTER will not change the 
incoming signal until the SLAVE changes its outgoing 
signal. 

D. This is a guarantee that the SECONDARY MASTER:will not 
start driving the VMX-DTB until the PRIMARY MASTER has 
stepped driving it: 

E. This guarantees that, when 
the SLAVES are guaranteed 
cycles. 
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FIGURE 5-4 
PRIMARY MASTER gr•nts· VMX-DTB: SLAVE timing diagram 
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:5.3.2 PRIMARY MASTER Receives VMX-DTB 

TABLE S-5 
PRIMARY MASTER Receives VMX-DTB: .MASTER timing values 

<NOTE A> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 0 D 
2 0 D 
3 I) D 
4 0 D 
5 0 D 
6 0 D 
7 0 D 
8 0 D 
9 0 D 

10 0 D 
11 0 D 
12 0 D 
13 20 C, E 
14 0 B, E 
15 0 B, E 
16 0 B, E 
18 0 B, E 
19 . 0 B, E 

' 20 0 B, E 
21 15 B, E 
22 0 B, E 

NOTES: 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds. 

B. The PRIMARY MASTER must guarantee this timing between 
two cf its outgoing signal transitions. 

c. The PRIMARY MASTER must wait for the incoming signal 
edge from the SECONDARY MASTER before changing the 
level on its outgoing signal. 

0. This is a guarantee that the SECONDARY MASTER will not 
start driving the VMX-DTB until the PRIMARY MASTER has 
stopped driving it. 

E. This guarantees that, when mastership is transferred, 
the SLAVES are guaranteed a minimum time between 
cycles. 
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TABLE S-6 
PRIMARY MASTER Receives VMX-DTB: SLAVE timing values 

<NOTE Pt> 
PARAMETER NUMBER MIN MAX NOTES 

1 0 D 
2 0 D 
3 0 D 
4 0 D 
:s 0 D 
6 0 0 
7 0 D 
a 0 D 
9 0 D 

10 0 0 
11 0 D 
12 0 D 
13 0 C, E 
14 0 B, E 
1:S 0 B, E 
16 0 B, E 
1e 0 B, E 
19 0 B, E 
20. 0 B, "E 
21 15 ·a, E 
22 15 B, E 

NOTES: 

A. All times are given in nanoseconds. 

B. The SLAVE is guaranteed this timing between two oi its 
incoming signal transitions. 

C. The PRIMARY MASTER must w•it ior the incoming signal 
edge from the SECONDARY MASTER beiore changing the 
level on its outgoing signal. 

D. This is a guarantee that the SECONDARY MASTER-will not 
start driving the VMX-OTB until the PRIMARY MASTER has 
stopped driving it. 

E. This guarantees that, when mastership is transferred~ 
the SLAVES are guaranteed a minimum time between 
cycles. 
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FIGURE 5-o 
PRIMARY MASTER receives VMX-DTS: SLAVE timing diagram 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 6 
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

All interface lcgic en the VMXbus boards must be designed in 
accordance with the rules laid out in this chapter to insure 
proper timing and to minimi%e noise and crosstalk. VMXbus 
signals are normally driven with TTL family drivers, although 
any technology which complies with this specification may be 
used. Recommendations and examples are included in this 
chapter to aid the designer in obtaining optimum system 
performance. 

6.2 POWER DIST~IBUTION 

Pcwer and power-return distribution for the VMXbus is done 
through the VME?:lus Pl and P2 backplanes. <·This leaves all cf 
the P2 ribbon cable lines available fer signals and signal 
grounds.> The pins cf the Pl and P2 connectors, which are 
used for power- distribution, tbe voltage tolerances, the 
maximum ripple, and the current carrying capacity cf each 
power pin are the same as those described in the VM~bus 
speci fi c:at ion. 
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6.3 ELECTRICAL SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Other than the power supply lines, all VMXb~s signals are 
limited to ,positive levels between 0.0 and S.O volts. The 
signal levels are: 

Driver low output level 
Receiver low input level 

Driver high output level 
Receiver high input level 

Minimum 

2.4 v 
2.0 v 

Maximum 

0 .. 6 v 
o.e v 

Figure 6-3 gives a simple graphical representation of these 
levels. 

FIGURE 6-3 

HIGH 2.4 v --------------------------- Vcli min 
LEVEL lllll/lllllllllll/llllll/ll ~~------- STEADY STATE ------- 2.0 v ------------~-------------- '· Vih ma:·~ NOISE MARGIN 

TRANSITION 
REGION 

------- o.e v --------------------------- Vil min 
LOW //l//llllllll//llll/lll/l/I <------- STEADY STATE 
LEVEL 0.6 v --------------------------- Vol ma.!-: NOISE MARGIN 
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6.4 DRIVER SPECIFICATIONS 

There are three types of signal line drivers used on the 
VMXbus: totem-pole drivers, tri-state drivers, and open 
collector drivers. 

Totem-pole drivers sink current when driving a signal line to 
its low level and source current when driving it to its high 
level. They are used to drive signal lines which are always 
driven by the same VMXbus board. SMRQ* and SMACK* are the two 
VMXbus lines driven by totem-pole drivers. 

VMXbus tri-state drivers differ from totem-pole drivers in 
two respects: they can sink and source more current than the 
totem-pole drivers and they can go to a high impedance state 
<driver turned off) in addition to the low and high logic 
states. Tri-state drivers are used to drive lines that can be 
driven by several different boards on the VMXbus. <Only one 
of these drivers is ever driving a signal line at any one 
time.> The address bus, the data bus and most of the other 
signal lines on the VMXbus are driven by tri-state drivers. 

Open collector drivers sink current when driving a signal 
line to its low level but sources no current to drive the 
signal line high. Pull-up resisters en the PRIMARY MASTER 
ensure that the signal line voltage rises to a high level 
whenever the open collector line is not driving it to a low 
l~vel. ACK* and DERR* are the two VMXbus lines driven by open 
collector drivers. ' 

The following sections give the specifications for each type 
of driver. 
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6.4.1 Totem-Pole Drivers 

VMXbus totem-pole drivers 
following characteristics: 

DRIVER TURNED ON 
Low state sink current: 
High state source current: 

IOL 
IOH 

shall provide, as a minimum, the 

Minimum 

a mA 
400 uA 

Maximum Comments 

Lew state output voltage: 
High state output voltage: 

VOL 
VOH 

o.5 v 
2.4 v 

sinking B mA 
sourcing 400 uA 

DRIVER SHORT CIRCUITED 
Low state source current: 

DRIVER CAPACITANCE 
Capacitance at output pin: 

AVAILABLE CIRCUITS 

IOS 

COUT 

20 mA 225 mA o.o v 

19pf 

These spec:ific:ations allow the use of standard LS type 
drivers such as 74LSOO, 74LS04, etc. · 
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6.4.2 Tri-state Drivers 

VMXbus tri-state drivers shall provide, as a minimum, the 
following characteristics: 

DRIVER TURNED ON 
Low state sink current: 
High state source current: 

Lew state output voltage: 
High state output voltage: 

DRIVER TURNED OFF 
Low state source current: 
High state sink current: 

DRIVER SHORT CIRCUITED 
Low state source current: 

DRIVER CAPACITANCE 
Capacitance at output pin: 

AVAILABLE CIRCUITS 

IOL 
IOH 

VOL 
VOH 

IOZL 
IOZH 

IOS 

COUT 

Minimum 

20 mA 
1 mA 

2.4 v 

60 mA 

Maximum 

0.5 v 

~o uA 
SO uA 

225 mA 

18pf 

Comments 

sinking 20 mA 
sourc:ing 1 mA 

0.5 v 
2.4 v 

o.o v 

These specifications allow the use of 74F=40, er 74F257 
drivers. 
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6.4.3 Transceivers 

VMXbus Transceivers shall provide, as a minimum, the 
following characteristics: 

DRIVER TURNED ON Clow) 
Lew state sink c:urrent: 
High state source c:urrent: 

Low state output voltage: 
High state output voltage: 

TRASCEIVER SHORT CIRCUITED 
Low state source current 

LOADING CDRIVER TURNED OFF> 
Lew level source current 
High level sink current 

RECEIVER THRESHOLDS 
Low level threshold 
High level. threshold 

TRASCEIVER CAPACITANCE 
Capac:itanc:e at output pin 

AVAILABLE CIRCUITS 

IOL 
IOH 

VOL 
VOH 

IOS 

IIL 
IIH 

VIL 
VIH 

COUT 

Minimum 

20 mA 
1 mA 

60 mA 

o.ev 

Maximum 

o.:s v 

225 mA 

0.7 mA 
70 uA 

2.0 v 

2Spf 

Comments 

sinking 20 mA 
sourcing 1 mA 

o.o v 

These spec:ific:atiens allow the use of a 74ALS245 transceiver. 
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( 6.4.4 Open Collector Drivers 

VMXbus open collector drivers shall provide, as a minimum~ 

the following characteristics: 

DRIVER TURNED ON Clow> 
Low state sink current: 

Low state output voltage: 

DRIVER TURNED OFF Chigh> 
High state source current 

DRIVER CAPACITANCE 
Capacitance at output pin 

AVAILABLE CIRCUITS 

IOL 

VOL 

IOH 

COUT 

Minimum Maximum Comments 

24 mA 

0.4 v sinking 24 mA 

250uA s.o v 

20pf 

Any open-collector driver in accordance with the electrical 
characteristics specified above may be used. As an example~ a 
74LS38 may be used. 
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6.S R~CEIVER SPECIFICATIONS 

All VMXbus receivers should have a diode clamp which prevents 
negative voltage excursions from going below -1.5 v. Standard 
74LS devices provide this clamping. 

VMXbus receivers shall provide, as a minimum, the following 
characteristics: 

RECEIVER LOADING 
Low level source current 
High level sink current 

RECEIVER THRESHOLDS 
Low level threshold 
High level threshold 

RECEIVER CAPACITANCE 
Capaci.tance at input pin 

AVAILABLE CIRCUITS 

IIL 
IIH 

VIL 
VIH 

CIN 

Minimum 

o.ev 

Maximum 

0.6 mA 
20 uA 

2.0 v 

7pf 

Comments 

o.s v 
2.7 v 

These specifications allow the use of most 74LS, 74F, and 749 
type receivers with PNP inputs. 
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6.6 SIGNAL LINE TERMINATIONS 

The following ten signal lines of the VMXbus are terminated 
on the PRIMARY MASTER board with 330 ohm pull-up resisters. 
Other boards must not pull these lines up.> 

READ Tri-state 
LOCK* Tri-state 
LAS Tri-state 
UAS* Tri-state 
UDS* Tri-state 
LDS* Tri-state 
DERR* Open-collector 
ACK* Open-Collector 

These pull-up resistors pull their respective lines tc a high 
level whenever a tri-state er open-collector driver turns 
off. 

NOTE 

It is recommended that decoupling capacitors be 
provided between the +S volt source on the pull-up 
resistor and ground. Capacitors between 0.01 and 
0.1 uF are appropriate and should be installed as 
close as possible to the Vee pin of the pull-up 
resistor package and ~he VMXbus board's ground 
grid. 

6.7 ISOLATION LINES 

VMXbus includes ten signal lines called STatic Isolation 
Lines <STIL0-5TIL9>. The purpose of these lines is to prevent 
crosstalk between adjacent signal lines whose transitions 
take place at different times. All VMXbus boards must provide 
a 0.01 plus a 0.1 uF by-pass capacitor between each of these 
lines and its on-board ground grid. The length of the trace 
connecting this capacitor to the connector plus the length of 
the trace connnecting the other side of the capacitor to the 
ground grid must not exceed 2 inches. 
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6.S.SOARD SIGNAL LOADING-

The Tallowing rules must be Tollowed when designing VMXbus 
boards: 

Circuit traces Trom the DIN connecto~ pins to the 
on-board receivers and drivers shall not have a 
length OT greater than 3 inches. <Ii the trace 
branches, the length OT each branch is added to get 
a total length.> 

No more than two drivers and two receivers Cor two 
transceivers> per board may be connected to any 
VMXbus signal line. 
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6.9 BACKPLANE RIBBON CABLE SPECIFICATION 

The ribbon c:able that is used to bus the P2 c:onnec:tor-s of a 
VMEbus c:ard rac:k may have from two to six 64 pin DIN 41612 
c:onnec:tors. The nominal spacing of these c:onnec:tors is 0.8 
inc:hes. In no c:ase shall the total cable length exceed 5.0 
inc:hes. 

The ribbon cable shall meet the following spec:ific:ations: 

PARAMETER 

Conductor 
Center-to-center 
Spacing 

Conductor type 

Conductor size 

Strand'ing 

Number of Conductors 

Impedenc:e 

Capacitance 

Inductance 

Resistance 

Propagation Delay 

Recommended Cables: 

SPECIFICATION 

.050 inc:h 

Stranded copper 

28 AWG 

7 x 36 

64 

>• 100 ohm 

<= 20 pf/ft 

<• .25 uH/ft 

<• 70 ohms/1000 ft 
( at 20 degrees 

<= 1.5 ns/ft 

3M 3365/64 
Hitachi ES-2864 
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CHAPTER 7 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

7.1 DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Information in this chapter is provided to assure that VMXbus 
boards will be mechanically compatible with the VMEbus 
systems into which they are installed. As in the case of the 
VMEbus, the following terminology is used: 

Backplane - A board into which 96-pin connectors 
are installed. The backplane of primary interest to 
VMXbus users is the VMEbus "P2 backplane". This is 
the lower backplane in a double-high VMEbus card 
rack which buses only the center row pins of each 
"P2 connector". 

Ribbon cable - A 64 wire cable which has installed 
on it two to six 64-pin connectors at 0.8" 
intervals. This cable is installed on the back of 
the "P2 backplane" to bus the two outside rows of 
pins on adjacent P2 ccnnnectors together. 

VMXbus board - A PC beard whic:h is plugged into the 
backplane and communicates with other VMXbus boards 
installed in the same backplane. 

The wfront" of a backplane is the side from whic:h 
the VMXbus boards are inserted into the connectors. 

The "rear edge" of a VMXbus board is the edge which 
provides the on-board connector for mating with the 
connector on the backplane. 

7.2 VMXbus BACKPLANE DESCRIPTION 

The VMXbus has been designed fer use with a double high 
VMEbus card. This double high rack has two backplanes: an 
upper one which buses all three rows of pins, on the Pl 
connectors and a lower one which buses only the center row of 
pins on the P2 connectors. <This VMEbus "P2 backplane" does 
not bus the two outer rows of the P2 connectors.> Since these 
two outer rows aren't bused by the P2 backplane they may be 
used as I/O pins. When a user wants to bus these two rows of 
pins for a secondary bus, such as VMXbus, a ribbon cable is 
installed to form a "private bus". 

VMXbus is defined to provide just such a private bus. One or 
more 64 wire ribbon cables can be installed on the P2 
connectors to "bus" the two outer rows of pins. Each ribbon 
cable may have from two to six connectors on it~ and several 
of these cables can be used in a SINGLE CARD RACK to provide 
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several VMXbusas. 

Tha ribbon c:able provides all o-f the conductors needed to 
send 24 bit addresses from the MASTERS to the SLAVES and 
trans-fer up to 32 bits o-f data at a time. This ribbon cable 
c:onnec:ts a maximum o-f six VMXbus ccmpatibie boards which are 
installed at o.e inc:h intervals. The length o-f the cable used 
to connect these boards must not exceed ~.o inches. 

All VMXbus configur-ations ~ssume the existance o-f a P2 
backplane. Power for the VMXbus boards is provided by this P2 
bac:kpiane through t-he center row <row "b") of its VMXbus 
connector. <Double-high VMXbus boards will typically also 
draw power through· their P1 connector.> 

7.3 VMXbus EUROCARD DESCRIPTION 

VMXbus boards may be either single or do~ble high~ just like 
VMEbus boards. The dimensions for these boards must conform 
to those given for the single and double high boards in the 
VMEbus specification. All of the dimensions given there 
including maximum board warpage, m.ucimum component height~ 
etc apply to VMXbus boards also. 

NOTE: 

All PRIMARY MASTER and SECONDARY MASTERS are 
double-jiigh bo4rds, sinc:e they monitor the level o-f 
SYSRESET* on the VMEbus. 

7.4 VMXbus PIN ASSIGNMENT 

VMXbus uses the two outside rows <rows a and c> o-f the P2 
connector for all signal transmissions. VMXbus boards may 
draw power from the center row <row b> of P2 as shown. <These 
+5V power and GND pins are the same as the ones speci~ied in 
the VMEbus specification.> In addition to these pins~ a 
double-nigh VMXbus board may also draw power -from its Pl 
connector. <See the VMEbus specification for the +5V and GND 
pins locations on Pl.> 
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a b c 

1 DBOO +SV 0801 
2 OB02 GNO DB03 
3 DB04 VMEbus signal OBOS 
4 OB06 VMEbus signal 0807 

5 OBOS VMEbus signal 0809 
6 DB10 VMEbus signal 0811 
7 OB12 VMEbus signal OB13 
e 0814 VMEbus signal 0815 

---------------------------------------------------------
9 
10 
11 
12 

13 
14 
15 
16 

17 
19 
19 
20 • 

21 
22 
23 
24 

OB16 
0819 
DB20 
DB22 

0824 
0826 
DB2B 
0830 

L~ I Tl!:* \2.r_ f.. i.. 
LOCI<* 
LWORO/A12 
A02/A14 

A04/A16 
A06/A18 
A09/A20 
A10/A22 

VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 

GNO 

+SV 
VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 

VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 

VMEbus signal 
GNO 

VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 

0817 
0819 
DB21 
OB23 

0825 
0827 
DB29 
0831 

ST I LO 
STILl 
STIL2 
A01/A13 

A03/A15 
A05/A17 
A07/A19 
A09/A21 

---------------------------------------------------------
25 
26 
27 
29 

STil.3 
STIL4 
ST I LS 
STIL6 

VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 

A11/A23 
LAS* 
UAS* 
UDS* -., - -·· - - - -· - - -- ·- .. -· -- - -------------------------------------------------------.-. 

( 

29 
30 
31 
32 

STIL.7 
ST I LS 
STIL.9 
SMRQ* 

VMEbus signal 
VMEbus signal 

GNO 
+SV 

LDS* 
DERR* 
ACI<* 
SMACK*-

---------------------------------------------------------
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